Dorman 600-600

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. This 4WD actuator wiring harness directly replaces the original harness on certain
vehicle years, makes and models. Dorman is a leading auto parts manufacturer founded in the
United States and headquartered in Colmar, Pennsylvania. Our story began with the first mass
market automobile. We were one of the first companies to deliver replacement products for the
automotive aftermarket, and we remain at the forefront today. We give repair professionals and
vehicle owners greater freedom to fix cars and trucks by focusing on solutions that save time
and money and increase convenience and reliability. Our team is constantly looking for
problems to solve and turning them into new product ideas. We offer an always-evolving
catalog of parts, covering both light duty and heavy duty vehicles, from chassis to body, from
underhood to undercar, and from hardware to complex electronics. Skip to main content. You
can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 8 hrs and 58 mins
Details. Only 7 left in stock more on the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction
is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from.
Sold by. Dorman 4WD Actuat Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of
purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No
additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon
in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the
manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts
purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon.
Visit the Dorman Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. Some of these items ship sooner than the others. Show details. Ships from and
sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought.
Dorman 4WD Switch. Dorman 4-Wheel Drive Switch. Dorman Wiring Harness Assembly.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? From the manufacturer. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Update: today was about 40 or so degrees out, the sun
was shining and the snow was melting, so naturally there would be puddles of water on the
roadway. I hit one such puddle today, and it caused the electronic actuator to short out and try
to engage 4wd while I was going about 30 mph in 2hi. Now the actuator wont engage at all, but
the 4wd light is illuminated. Hey Dorman!? Whats the lifetime warranty say about puddles?? Not
sure what to do here. Purchased with the mechanical actuator for a retrofit on a 92 k So far it
works like a charm. Plug and play with the existing two prong connector to the actuator, and
one simple connection to key on power. No splice needed. Those wire taps are a problem
waiting to happen. Had enough length to do the job and then some. That's what she said I was
lucky and had a hole in the firewall right behind the parking brake where it needed to be, it was
a snap to connect to a key-on-power It even had a grommet so as to reduce the likelihood of a
short. I was able to route the harness far enough away from I hope the heat of the exhaust and
the spinning shafts that would snatch a wayward wire away. Will update if anything noteworthy
occurs. On my GMC K Suburban the harness only connected correctly to the four wheel drive
actuator end on the axle. The end that connects to the Suburban wiring harness does not fit. If
you look at the attached picture of the new harness and the existing plug on the truck you will
see that the stock harness has the orange ring around it has two flat blades and a solid plastic
piece separating them. The replacement harness has two pins and also a plastic piece
separating the pins. This means the two harnesses are not going to plug together as the plastic
separating the pins on both plugs will prevent the plugs from sliding together. Unfortunately I
could not find a different harness on the Dorman website so I had to cut the plugs off the old
failed four wheel drive actuator and off the new harness and solder the wires together. The good
thing was that the wire colors matched so I connected blue to blue and black to black and it

worked. I ran the long extra wire up the passenger side fenderwell to keep it away from the hot
exhaust manifold and across the top of the engine pull the airfilter and intake tube and it's easy.
I zip tied the new wire to the existing fat wire harness near the back of the engine and then
through an existing wire grommet under the brake booster. Inside under the dash and under the
parking brake is a power block with three empty terminals in a hole marked Drk Grn. I found that
the right side right side is passenger side terminal was only powered with the ignition on so I
attached it there. It did take me about 45 minutes to install but I did a lot of testing and retesting
with a meter and test light to verify that the wiring was connected correctly and routed securely
and safely. Images in this review. The product is just wires, connectors and wire loom. Also a
spacer to allow the actuator to replace the older, thermal actuators. There is an added layer of
foil for where it may need to be routed near the exhaust. Basically, it is two connectors to plug
in between your existing harness and a new Dorman motor type axle actuator. This is to replace
the original thermal type actuator. The other connection required is a splice into your existing
harness to power the actuator when shifting into 4 wheel drive. Nothing wrong with the product,
but the instructions are a little hard to follow. To be fair, Dorman had to cover several year
models with various combinations of factory wiring methods into one set of instructions, and
they probably did as well as could be expected. There are 9 pages of instructions and diagrams.
Once you figure out which wiring diagram to use, the real problem is access to the splice
location suggested by Dorman. Most seem to be under the truck, and in almost inaccessible
areas. Once I saw how hard it would be to do a successful splice under the truck, I decided to
do it inside instead. Making the splice inside eliminates any problems later from moisture. The
wire in this harness to be spliced is plenty long to reach from the right side of the truck where it
connects to the actuator and truck harness , over the transmission and through an existing hole
in the firewall between the throttle cable and brake booster. I then spliced into the specified
circuit at the convenience center under the dash. All this can be seen in the wiring diagrams
provided in the instructions. Just remember, it doesn't matter where you splice into the wire,
just so it is the right wire. This harness, together with the actuator is a great upgrade to any GM
truck with the old, problematic thermal actuator. There IS a reason GM switched to a motor
driven actuator, and with this harness, and a new actuator, you can too. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Great Product. Everything fits great. Needs a little extra. The heat
shield material provided is not wide enough and is not very sticky. I used aluminum welding
tape to cover the loom of wire at the exhaust system location. The wiring diagram is hard to
follow if you do not have a service manual to find the plug being described. I ran the wire back
down to the transfer case and spliced into the heavy brown wire. Report abuse. Item worked,
however the plug was loose, it didn't make a good connection to the actuator. I had to redneck it
to make work properly. Works great, very easy install. Good and simple to install. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: engine wire harness , gmc parts. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn
More. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Lifetime Warranty. See our other listings. If you have questions about
the product or your order please contact us via eBay Messages for assistance. Thank you.
Business Hours. Want to improve the 4WD functionality on that older truck? Use this 4WD
actuator harness when replacing the thermal style axle actuator with an electric one for easier
engagement and improved operation. Marketing Description. See Item Specifics section for
additional specifications about this part. Vehicle Fitment Summary. Also review the notes
section in the compatibility chart for additional specifications about this part. The engine types
may include 4. This part fits vehicles made in the following years ,,,,,,,, All Around Auto Parts is
family owned and operated. We have over 50 years experience the auto parts business. Our
mission is to provide top notch service and quality auto parts to our customers. We greatly
appreciate your business and look forward to the opportunity to serve you. If you need our
assistance please contact us through eBay messaging for faster service. Return shipping paid
by. All rights reserved. See our other listings. If you have questions about the product or your
order please contact us via eBay Messages for assistance. Thank you. Business Hours. Want to
improve the 4WD functionality on that older truck? Use this 4WD actuator harness when

replacing the thermal style axle actuator with an electric one for easier engagement and
improved operation. Marketing Description. See Item Specifics section for additional
specifications about this part. Additional Inform
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ation. Dorman Products from myautopartswholesale on eBay. Huge selection of Hard to find
Dorman Auto Parts. Vehicle Fitment Summary. Also review the notes section in the
compatibility chart for additional specifications about this part. The engine types may include 4.
This part fits vehicles made in the following years ,,,,,,,, We are based in NY but we ship from
Manufacturers and Warehouses located throughout the US depending on part availability.
Please message us 1st if ship from location is critical. If your Vehicle was not purchased in the
US our parts may not work on your vehicle. Please research prior to ordering. If you are buying
large or heavy items and you have any doubt about fit please contact us first. We will be glad to
confirm that the parts are correct for your vehicle. This can save you time and possible return
shipping costs. If you have any problem with your order please message us thru eBay
messages for fastest service. Return shipping paid by. All rights reserved.

